1995 f350

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very good experience.
Replied quickly each time we communicated. Had a driver pick us up at the airport and got us
over to the dealership. Great experience. Far better than I expected. Would do it again if I
needed another vehicle. Great job rbp. Anthony was suppose to get a hold of me for virtual lool
at this vehicle and never did. I like the truck but now makes me wonder if there is something
wrong with it. Very friendly staff. They have a clean and comfortable environment. The inventory
was also impressive including this specific truck. Gilley was wonderful to work with! Car is just
as described and due to inclement weather, he met me at am so I could get back on the road!!
Worth driving the distance to pick up my vehicle, beautiful vehicle just as described, very
happy!! Thank you Gilley!! At first they responded, then when I asked about any engine leaks or
rust on the truck, nothing. Terrible terrible terrible. Spoke with Pete and he was knowledgeable
about the vehicles and honest with the current condition. I didn't purchase the vehicle but I
would definitely deal with them again if they had another vehicle I was interested in. George and
the rest of the sales team at O'Brien Ford were friendly, helpful and professional! Their no
pressure sales approach was very much appreciated and I ended up buying a new Explorer at a
great price!!! Very pleasant experience. Friendly personnel. New the history of the car I bought.
All around great bunch of guys. Dealership was okay to work with friendly the car I wanted to
buy was overpriced made an offer and they weren't able to meet my offer so I went shopping
somewhere else overall good rating. It was mostly through emails but very professional. Very
courteous and everything went smoothly. Listing was accurate enough. If you want more details
than what is offered on Listing than you gotta call and ask. Quick to respond. My impression is I
felt like I've got what I was seeking and they delivered. I talked to this dealer multiple times I was
in my way to pick up the car when I called to confirm my appointment and was told that the
vehicle was currently being driven and sold. Bunch of back stabbing snakes!!! Called very
quickly after my email request was submitted. Very good customer service. Didn't buy from this
dealer, but their communication was excellent. Staff was very courteous. Alan was quick to get
back to us, easy to deal with over the phone, and stood by everything we had agreed to when
we came to test drive the car. We got a very fair deal, and did not have to put up with any dealer
tricks. We will be back to Scoreboard next time we are shopping for a car! We're still negotiating
honestly with each other. They've been very good at sending pics and discussing condition and
pricing. They seem genuinely interested in selling their vehicle to you in an upfront
manner;don't be afraid to contact them My first call was returned off the web page inquiry
almost immediately We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find a Ford F for sale near me Search Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not
Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Refine your
search. Google Ads. Refine search. This truck is the epitome of a work truck. There's a bit of
wear inside and out but she runs great and cranks right up. New clutch, New AC system. Owner
says everything works but wheel lift missing cross member parts. The wood is not part of the
truck. Its been sitting so needs a new battery. Hate to sell wife wants it gone. No trades, serious
inquires only.. Text Russ F Powerstroke diesel with 99k miles. The wood is not part of the truck..
I have put 13, miles on her since getting her back from my father-in-law in August Less than 81,
original miles, she has a few dings but looks near new inside and out. F crew cab excellent
interior and only one dent around back bumper, we do have all the letters and extra crome
pieces to put back on the body. This truck has always passed smog. The only thing wrong is
there is no reverse. Clean title in hand. Nine one six six one three seven zero eight nine, lve.
Message if no answer and i will call back. Engine is in excellent condition. I bought this in
october of I bought it thinking that i could use the truck to build my house, but just haven't
needed it. I towed with it once, moved some wood with it, otherwise, it was worked on and then
parked. And towing with it made me realize that i do not need this level of power or size in a
truck; it towed a heavy equipment trailer loaded with massive old timber frame beams, literally
tons, including passengers, and it drove the same as it does anyway. Haven't had any
problems, and as long as it's plugged in during the winter, it starts right up and runs like a top.
Exterior is in excellent condition for being a ' Recently had it detailed for this sale. If the body
was perfect, i'd hold out for a much higher price from the ''97 die hards out there. The people

who detailed it said it's removable - just haven't done it because i don't notice it. Interior is in
excellent condition. Headrests are still those nice pillows that came stock. Frankly, the interior
is the reason i bought this particular truck. I don't want to, and wouldn't even consider selling
this truck because I have put a lot of money and work into this truck. Ive owned it since k miles
and have always been early servicing it and have treated it like gold. The reason for selling is
that it just serves as a decoration for my driveway, i have a car and I don't really need it with my
current occupation. Truck has a few blemishes inside and out but looks great. Truck was in a
minor Collison before I bought it, damage was on drivers side with is why it doesn't have side
badge along door. It still has a clean title. I'm willing to negotiate. For complete listing
information please select the Click To Bid button to see this item on eBay. Ridiculously good
deal on a 95 f crew cab 4wd duelly that needs a fuel pump V8 call or text with questions At this
price 6. For complete listing information please select the click to bid button to see this item on
ebay. Dual diesel tanks with toggle switch. Second tank provides the biofuel to ride the roads
for free. Structural very sound. Truck could use a paint job. This truck is 2wd f, 5 speed manual,
dually, like new tires, manual windows and locks, vinyl seat, piedmont aluminum service body
bed with 4 compartments, toolboxes, tommy lift gate, air compressor with hose reel. Aluminum
Wheels Powered by the Famous 7. The paint has some small clear coat peeling in spots and
some thinning spots but nothing bad for a 22 year old truck. We want to make the buying
process as easy as ! Vehicle being sold as-is. The country dealer who beats big city prices! The
truck has gooseneck hitch and regular tow package with trailer brake controller hooked up has
flat bed with tool box and radio works in it too the air works as well but climate controller can be
replaced for accuracy. For any questions call or text Similar trucks: Ford F In Kentucky.
California truck, no rust, low miles, no leaks, runs great. Clearwater, FL 4 years
mylittlesalesman. This is the truck that built the name for fords diesel truck line. This truck is
powered, by my opinion, the best diesel engine ever made, the 7. This truck is a crew cab long
bed model, that has no accidents, no rot, and no rust. The trucks 7. The 5 speed transmission
goes through all the gears with no problems, and the clutch has plenty of life left in it. The
trucks previous owner equipped this truck with lots of extras; after market lift kit and
suspension, pioneer radio system with speakers, an aftermarket 6 setting tuner to boost the
engines performance. Among the many to name. This truck is in excellent shape, with no
problems at all! The interior is in great shape with no foul odors or stains. The undercarriage
has been preserved and professionally done so it will not rust out. This is the last of an era of
trucks that was built to last. Don't let this truck get away! We reserve the rights to sell the
vehicle outside the ebay auctions. We reserve the right to end the auction anytime. We reserve
the right to cancel any bid from any bidder. Unless otherwise specified in the description, this
vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied. In either
case the seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or
defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will
be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or
representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty
of any type. Seller assumes no respo. I hate to sell her, but i need a larger truck for
box chevy on irocs
1999 jeep grand cherokee laredo parts diagram
73 starter relay
heavy hauling. Even thought the truck has almost I also have additional photos of all repairs
being done and kept most of all part receipts. Reserve price is at half of what i have invested in
the truck. Btw i drive 65 at rpm i never turn engine over For sale is a ford f crew cab utility truck
with , miles on it's strong powerstroke diesel engine. It has a rack, Tommy lift, new tires, tool
boxes. This truck is a Awesome work vehicle.. Power stroke diesel. Custom Centurion paint,
custom interior and wood grain throughout, running boards, rail system for fifth wheel which a
nice Reese hitch is included slider gooseneck hookup could be purchased as well, and has
class V tag along tow package. US, Minnesota, St. Perry, OH 4 years showmethead. Air
Conditioning. Cruise Control. CD Player. Similar trucks: Ford F In California. Ford Truck F 76,
Miles. Good every day driver or work Truck has not been abused. New radio with new speakers,
new interior lighting. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

